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A  M e s s a g e  f r o m  t h e  C E O

R e m e m b e r i n g  D r .  K i n g

T h e  N e w  D e f e n s e  A g a i n s t

C O V I D - 1 9  f e a t u r i n g  

D r .  A l e x a n d e r

T h e  M o d e r n a  C o v i d - 1 9

V a c c i n e   

"To improve the quality of life for the
diverse communities of South Los

Angeles and Southeast Los Angeles
County by providing affordable and

comprehensive health care and
education in a welcoming and multi-

cultural environment."

THIS MONTH'S
NEWS

AND UPDATES: OUR MISSON 



It is a collaborative effort to become the change you want to see in the world. This year let's commit to

being a more significant resource in our communities outside of our daily work duties. Let's embody the

powerful words of Martin Luther King Jr., "An individual has not started living until he can rise above the

narrow confines of his individualistic concerns to the broader concerns of all humanity."

Sincerely,

Richard A. Veloz, M.P.H., J.D.

Chief Executive Officer

At the beginning of the month, SCFHC providers administered

the first dose of the Moderna COVID-19 vaccine to our staff.

Amazingly, we are 12% away from reaching our 100% 

immunization goal across all sites. Some of us decided to 

get the vaccine to protect ourselves, while others received the vaccine to protect their loved ones. Overall,

it was a balanced decision to protect our patients. I am proud to announce that we are now vaccinating

healthcare workers from other organizations.  

For South Central Family Health Center, January signifies

a time for promise, change, and progress. This year our

clinic celebrates our 40-year commitment to providing the

community with indispensable healthcare services. I

encourage all of our staff to reflect upon that 40-year

journey and reaffirm our commitment as we move forward.

Though we are still in a global pandemic, our mission to

serve the underserved has not wavered..

A MESSAGE FROM THE CEO

On January 20th, our nation witnessed a new transfer of power in Washington D.C., welcoming our 46th

President, Joseph R. Biden Jr., and Vice President, Kamala D. Harris, into office. This is a historical event,

for we now have our first female, African American, and South Asian American Vice President.



Of all the forms of inequality, injustice in health is the most shocking and inhuman."

                                                                      Martin Luther King Jr., 1966

 

On March 26, 1966, Martin Luther King Jr. called for the courts to force doctors and hospitals to comply

with the 1964 Civil Rights Act, which prohibits discrimination based on race, color, religion, sex, or national

origin. Access to quality and affordable medical services for African Americans and minorities was unequal

and rarely available in the communities where poor people lived.

 

Today community health centers like South-Central Family Health Center continue Dr. King's legacy as we

fight health inequities in our communities. African Americans and Hispanics continue to bear the brunt of

preventable diseases such as diabetes and hypertension; COVID-19 has also disproportionately impacted

them. Equitable access to health services belongs to all people; this why SCFHC welcomes all patients no

matter their race, medical condition, or citizenship.

 

Dr. King's push for civil rights in health care is as relevant today as they were 55 years ago. Nonetheless,

our community still experiences injustices, and it is our privilege to achieve Dr. King's dream. We have a

lot to do, but our SCFHC employees are making progress towards that dream every day. 

Remembering Dr. Martin Luther King Jr.



The New Defense Against COVID-19
Featuring Dr. Edward Alexander

On January 5th, Dr. Edward Alexander and other SCFHC staff

received the first of two Moderna COVID-19 vaccine doses. He

sees the vaccine as a primary defense in the war against

COVID.  

 

 

 

According to Dr. Alexander, "we are under fire; this is a real war, 

and this is not a joke. COVID-19 is a real killer, stronger than a 

drive-by or drugs." This is why he recommends that everybody 

in our community receive the vaccine once it is available.

 

Now in the time of COVID-19, Dr. Alexander has witnessed a resurface of healthcare inequalities amongst

his patients, team, and family. "We went from a War on Drugs to a War on COVID, he adds, and people of

color are impacted differently than others. Our patients don't have the luxury to miss work. This is why

receiving the vaccine is going to be critical to ensure that our frontline and essential workers can continue

to work safely." With the new vaccine, the number of infections and deaths amongst African American and

Hispanic people can be reduced. Dr. Alexander recommends that everybody get the vaccine and defend

themselves against the coronavirus.

 

"Our battle with Covid-19 is not over, but we have some new armor."

Dr. Edward Alexander

Coping with the impact of COVID-19 has not been easy for

Dr. Alexander and our SCFHC staff as we struggled with high

demands for COVID-19 testing, a tsunami of phone calls and emails daily, and staffing shortages. Handling

the challenges we face at our clinics, Dr. Alexander can tap into his purpose, serving God, giving back, and

responding to his academic and spiritual calling.



SCFHC’s Senior Staff would like to thank you for putting our patients' safety first

by receiving the Moderna Covid-19 vaccine. We have endured a long battle with

this disease, and we are looking forward to putting this pandemic behind us. We

have a mission to fulfill, and we would not be able to strive towards our goal of

equitable access to health care without you and your good health. 

Please continue to take care of yourselves.

The Moderna Covid-19 Vaccine 

https://www.cdc.gov/vaccines/covid-19/info-by-
product/moderna/

https://www.cdc.gov/vaccines/covid-19/info-by-product/moderna/

